
Chask� India� Stree� Foo� Men�
595 Bay St, Broad Channel, Canada

(+1)6474751278

A comprehensive menu of Chaska Indian Street Food from Broad Channel covering all 15 dishes and drinks can
be found here on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What Stephanie V likes about Chaska Indian Street Food:
Has exceeded expectations. Lots of unique flavors and combinations. The samosas are somehow perfectly

crispy on the outside and savory inside, without tasting greasy. The samosas chatt can come as a side or a main
and never disappoints. Cant go wrong with just about anything on the menu. For a healthy option I recommend
the mixed plate. The salads are also an option, but truly were a bit disappointing in comparison t... read more.

What Vic Handa doesn't like about Chaska Indian Street Food:
I've gotta say the concept is fantastic. Street Indian food! Love the idea. As a person born and raised in Canada
by Indian parents, my palate for Indian food is quite different then the general public. I ordered the mint chicken

kathi roll with egg. First off, I found the food to be underwhelming, the chicken was dried out, samosas are
nothing special. Portion size was on the small side as well. I really wished they... read more. At Chaska Indian

Street Food in Broad Channel you can try delicious vegetarian dishes, that are free from any animal meat or fish,
Typically, the dishes are prepared for you in a short time and fresh. Furthermore, they proffer you delicious

seafood meals, One also prepares meals finely and freshly with typical Indian spices.
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Appet�er�
SAMOSAS

India�
CHICKEN DARTS

Pav
PAV BHAJI

Asia� specialtie�
SAMOSA

Carn� d� Ma�� - vo� Rin�
MIXED GRILL

Shish�
MINT

Condiment� an� Sauce�
SAUCE

CURRY

Restauran� Categor�
HALAL

VEGETARIAN

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

TRAVEL

MEAT

EGG

BEEF
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